
WHY WRITE A BUSINESS LETTER

Sometimes, a business must write a letter to acknowledge a complaint. This complaint could involve a customer service
issue, damaged product or even an.

Relationship Building Purposes of business letters also include apprising or thanking business associates or
customers. If your intent is to persuade the recipient in some way, whether it's to invest money, give you a
reference, hire you, partner with you, or fix an issue, create a compelling case for your cause. Consequently,
the company must write a letter to the customer that informs them what is being done to correct the error. To
settle transactions: By means of writing business letter s, concerned parties can settle their transactions. If you
are pausing a little, you should probably use a comma. This letter's purpose is to state that what the author is
sending is a resume and whatever other job application material may be requested e. Correct: I have read your
cover letter and would like to follow up with you. The passive voice allows you to gloss over an unflattering
pointâ€”but you should use it sparingly. There was no reply. Application Letter for a Job Slightly different
from a cover letter, application letters are sent to potential employers to convince them to interview the
applicant. The second letter Sample 2 is from a college senior who does not specify where she learned of the
opening because she is uncertain whether a position is available. Left justify your letter against the left margin.
In such documents, it is perfectly appropriate to refer to yourself as I and to the reader as you. Explanation:
Exclamation marks and emoticons make your writing rather informal, so you should avoid them when writing
business letters. If possible, use spell check to make sure your spelling is correct. This type of letter usually
takes the form of a purchase order. It identifies an item being sent, the person to whom it is being sent, and the
reason for its being sent, and provides a permanent record of the transmittal for both the writer and the reader.
Simply reiterate your reason for writing and thank the reader for considering your request. The most common
font is Times New Roman 12, but Arial also works just fine. I feel entitled to a refund. Use blue or black ink
for a clean, professional look.


